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“To Beard or not to Beard?”
Ethan (Y12) has often complained about the
school rule which states that boys should not
grow beards. He was invited to verbalise his views
in a more formal manner and to write an article
on the topic for our newsletter. Here is what he
has to say...

efficiently carry on our studies if we wish to be
successful; we are expected to be independent with our
learning but, I see no reasoning why we should now
also not be independent with our appearance, so that
we can have the full experience of what it will be like
once we finish school and enter the world of work.

Facial hair does have health benefits which can
drastically alter pupil’s lives. Beards perform as a barrier
which restricts dust mites and pollen from entering
your airways, which if you are a sufferer of hay fever or
asthma it, can reduce the impacts of the condition.
Furthermore, shaving can irritate the skin which could
lead to a distraction during school time and
As a pupil studying in the twenty first century in an era consequently withdraw students from their studying
where equality between all human beings is demanded which may be vital; especially during exam years.
by all people, I see this as clearly not meeting those
Finally, shaving creates tiny abrasions of the surface of
demands.
the skin where bacteria find it easier to thrive hence,
Now, I completely agree with the fact facial hair can, if the formation of spots, which everyone has
not properly looked after or is patchy, look awful. But, experienced at some point and not enjoyed! Though
my argument is to allow only sixth formers to have this some pupils who may have a medical condition
privilege due to the probability that the majority of concerning their skin may still be attempting to reduce
younger years would not be able to produce a “beard”. the symptoms and by shaving it could cause further
I believe as sixth formers, we have a level of maturity irritation or inflammation which may cause much
and self-respect to, if we wish to grow a beard, look discomfort or dislike of their appearance.
after it to ensure it does not look untidy and therefore,
Rules should not be changed for the sole purpose of
provide visitors with the sophisticated and smart view
only making students’ lives easier, on the other hand
of our pupils.
when it provides health benefits; I strongly believe then
As I have recently begun lower sixth I have experienced the issue should be dealt with differently. I ask that this
the mass amount of work which A-levels demand from rule is reconsidered.
you, which at first was a shock to the system. We are
#bringbackthebeard
Ethan Bortoft
expected to transform into an independent learners to
At Fyling Hall clean shaven faces has always been a rule
and negotiation is forbidden. But, while the school has
updated itself in other fields such as technology, where
it has invested in computers and Wi-Fi to re-establish
the school as a modern community, it has failed to do
so in more domestic issues such as male facial hair.

On this day in ...
Words of the Week
This week

Next week

Tricky:

cruel

overcome

Trickier:

ruthless

conquer

Trickiest: uncompassionate subjugate

… 1968 the great author Enid Blyton sadly passed away.
She was born in East Dulwich in 1897. Enid was the oldest
of three children. She loved to write books while she was
young but her mother strongly discouraged this by telling
her that books were a ‘waste of time and money’. She was
encouraged by the aunt of one of her friends Mabel
Attenborough. In 1922 she published her first book called
Child Whispers which is a collection of poems. She wrote
762 books in total which is, well… A LOT. She had an
amazing career and I think that Enid is one of the best
authors ever.
James Brine

Damon’s Facts of the Week
Space fact: The only planet that rotates clockwise is Venus.
Insect fact: A grass hopper’s legs can walk on their own even when they are detached from the rest of the body.
Animal fact: Polar bears are all left-handed.
Human body fact: It’s impossible to sneeze with your eyes open.
Technology fact: If you spend several hours working at a computer and then look at a blank sheet of paper, it
can appear pink.
World fact: In Australia, the original fifty cent coin had around $2.00 (£1.15) worth of silver in it.
Random fact: Every year, there are more people killed by donkeys than killed in air crashes.
Damon Kelly

Year 8 and 9 Put on a Show
After those two wonderful performances from year 7, we then
enjoyed year 8’s show. This particular play was about war in
the trenches and there were also a few scenes of home during
the war. After speaking to some of the audience, I found out
that most people mentioned Fredric R. Elson. He definitely
stood out for projecting his voice extremely well when
shouting to the group (the men in the trenches). This group
used facial expression without even thinking. Half way through
the play there was a planned scream by Ola Elhawary, which
seemed to be quite memorable. It was extremely unexpected
and pierced the audience’s ears. Everybody in the year 8
group was brilliant, well done everybody!

It’s Snowing!
On Thursday, many of us woke up to snow,
sleet and hail. The weather conditions
prevented a lot of pupils and some staff from
being able to get to school and caused a lot
of wet feet and some timetable changes. But
it wasn't all bad… our Australian children
were thrilled to see snow for the first time,
and the Y9s and 10s had a wonderful time
“up woods” sliding around the snow during
games lessons. “What an adventure!!” I
heard shouted from a junior school child as

they were taken, wrapped up from head
to toe, into the snowy wilderness.

Christmas Around the World
Australia: “We do it exactly the same as in England, except not as big and without the Christmas pudding
and turkey” says one of our roving Australian reporters.
Spain: One Spanish saying is 'Esta noche es Noche-Buena, Y no Es noche de dormir' which means 'Tonight is the
good night and it is not meant for sleeping!'
South Korea: Churches are decorated with lights and many have a bright red cross on top so that goes very well
with the Christmas lights!
Egypt: On the 43 days of advent (unusual amount of days for advent) some Egyptians eat like a vegan.
China: Santa Claus is called 'Shen Dan Lao Ren'
Switzerland: A popular food, especially for parties, is fondue (a pot of melted cheese which you dip bread in.)
Mrs Park remembers eating this when she lived in Switzerland.
Tomas Richardson

“Kindness is like snow; it beautifies
everything it covers”

Fixed Mind-Set or Growth Mind-Set?
On Monday Mrs Park delivered an assembly about how you
should aim to have a ’growth mind set’ and not be a person
with a ‘fixed mind set’. The assembly was aimed at making
people more open to making mistakes and meeting challenges
when they learn. If you find maths hard for example then
don’t just give up and say you’re bad at it. Use the information
to get better at it and improve.
In this assembly Mrs Park told us that she thinks she is rubbish
at hockey and when the staff vs. students’ hockey battle (the
staff nearly always win!) comes around she always shies away
and doesn’t want to do it. So when she is forced to do it she
feels she isn’t very good. If she had a growth mind-set she
wouldn’t mind making mistakes or looking stupid; she would
give it a go and improve from her mistakes. The open mind set
is what everyone should aim for. Toby Richardson

Should Fizzy Drinks be Sold?
A lot of day pupils have been complaining
that coca cola or other fizzy drinks are not
being sold to dailies. I personally think fizzy
drinks should not be sold in general in our
school, or at least there should be a limit. I
think this because in fizzy drinks, like coke,
there are a lot of chemicals. Also, on the pH
scale, coke is given a pH of 3.4. This shows
that most coke is nearly as acidic as vinegar.
In coke there are roughly 52 added
chemicals, plus the large amount of sugar.
Some of those chemicals are sodium
cyclamate and caffeine, which both have side
effects.
Oaklei Jordan

We invite you to comment on the articles expressed in our newsletters. Please email news.team@fylinghall.org
giving a reference to the article/journalist by name. We are open to new ideas, your suggestions and even a bit of
criticism!

The Week Ahead
Sat
2nd
Sun 3rd
Tues 5th
Wed 6th
Fri
8th
Sat
9th

9:00am
10:00am
4:00pm
2:30pm
2:00pm
9:30am

Paintball trip
Boarders attend St Stephen’s
U13 Basketball @ Eskdale
1st XV Rugby v Ampleforth (Away)
Junior School Nativity
Christmas shopping trip to York
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Year 10 Chemistry make copper sulphate. It turns a beautiful blue colour.

Year 13 Physicists go metal detecting to help their
understanding of magnetic induction

Year 10 Physics students study the refraction of
laser light

Miss Dopp’s new crochet club is in full swing

Main House is looking festive as we head into advent

